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Battle of Tabuk 
 
Al Fadiha and Al Usra are the other names of this battle. Allah SWT commanded the Nabi SAW                  
to go there, after there was response to their invitation to Islam. The strategy was usually kept                 
quiet and kept top secret, but in this one, everyone was aware of the strategy, of the plan. The                   
funding too was done in the open. It was to encourage each other, to compete each other in                  
good. Also to weed out infaq (hypocrisy). It was very different because of the distance and the                 
size of the expedition. They would be facing a different kind of enemy - different terrain,                
equipment, languages, training and it was to prepare them and make them aware of this. The                
traveling would be done during the hottest and most harsh months of the year, the summer. All                 
of this shows flexibility, that you do what the situation requires.  
 
Nabi SAW said about this battle that whoever would prepare for it, would have Jannah. Because                
of all the difficulties and uncertainties. He traveled with them as well, that’s why this was called                 
ghazwa. The leader would be not present in Madina. Sariyya would be one in which the Nabi                 
SAW wasn’t with the army. Mohammad ibn Aslam al Ansari was delegated as a leader in                
Madina in his absence during this time. Nabi SAW also had to think about his own personal                 
household and this responsibility, he gave to Ali ibn Abi Talib RA.  
 
The munafiqeen tried to distract him from his duties by telling him that he was left behind                 
because he was a burden on Nabi SAW. He went to the Nabi SAW and asked him to get his                    
doubt out of his heart, just to verify. And Nabi SAW told him that they were liars. He clarified that                    
he’s (Ali) the khalifa for Nabi’s SAW household. He told him to return for their households. After                 
this incident, a lot of people took Ali RA as Khalifa over Abu Bakr RA, even though ht made it                    
clear for prayer that after himself, Nabi SAW, it would be Abu Bakr RA.  
 
When Nabi SAW announced for jihad, that is when the munafiq were revealed. In Surah               
Tawbah, ayahs 80-82, Allah SWT says, the hypocrites are happy to make excuses and be left                
behind but they don’t understand that the fire of Hell is even hotter. The weather is not an                  
excuse from good deeds. Jidd ibn Qais was told by Nabi SAW to get ready for battle and he                   
replied, give me an excuse, don’t make it fitna for me to go, I want to stay. He explained that he                     
loved women and he was worried that the women of Rome would tempt him. And Nabi SAW                 
excused him. 
 
And in Ayah 49, this exact incident is mentioned, not the fitna of women, or just the flimsy                  
excuse of delaying or avoiding a good deed. This is already a fitna un Nas! If they indulge their                   
fitna, they’re already surrounded by Fire. For a study circle for example, they make excuses, or                
for Hajj, or really any good. 
 



In ayah 43-47, Allah SWT corrects Nabi SAW that he should not accept these easy excuses,                
that sometimes people are weak and that he should be strong with them, instead of lenient. He                 
tells Nabi SAW that don’t give them excuses, unless there’s a real and genuine reason. This is a                  
hard battle and the muslim army needs to be prepared and strong. The one who doesn’t give                 
excuse is the real, true believers, because they have whole trust in Allah SWT. Those who are                 
looking for excuses are those who are shaky in their belief.  
 
These people when you give them permission, or excuse also, when they step behind then in                
that also there is khayr in that. We have to have complete faith in the Decree of Allah SWT.                   
Obstacles exist if you make them for yourself, and shaytan will make you feel like it’s in the best                   
interest for you to stay away from good. Allah SWT says also that if they came also, these                  
people would only increase the muslims in problems. These munafiqeen gathered in the house              
of a yahoud and discouraged others as well.  
 
In Ayah 42 Allah SWT, if there are some opportunities or benefits and no trouble to them, only                  
then they will come. But if there’s any effort involved like hajja, salah etc, they will always find                  
any excuses. There’s no need to provide excuses for good news. These are the people               
destroying themselves because their belief is not strong.  
 
 


